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Content-based Image Search 

•  Also called Query-by-image-content 
(QBIC) 

•  Find images whose content, as 
reflected by image features, is similar to 
one or more query images 

•  Can use positive and/or negative 
examples 

•  Can be iterative (relevance feedback) 



OMERO.searcher Workflow 





OMERO.searcher ContentDB   

•  ContentDB key to content searching 
•  Contains features describing each 

image in a database and links to the 
image and its annotations 

•  Supports any feature set if Python code 
is provided for calculating it 

•  Portable 
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OMERO.searcher Python libraries 
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Python Libraries Updates 

•  ricerca: (1) updated definition of content 
databases to support changes 
implemented in Local Client 

•  PySLID: (1) deprecated older methods, 
(2) optimized existing methods and (3) 
improved handling of edge cases 

•  PySLIC: (1) minimal bug fixes 



Searcher Server version update 

•  Searcher Server does queries using 
images from within an OMERO 
database for images in the same 
OMERO database 

•  Originally a patch to OMERO.web 
•  Now implemented as a Webapp 

 



Searcher Webapp 



Searcher Webapp 



OMERO.searcher External Search  

•  External Search can use a user-
supplied image(s) (e.g., from local 
computer) as a query to find images 
within an OMERO database 

•  Originally implemented as a separate 
Django 

•  Plan to make it a Webapp also 
•  Tentative release at end of summer 



OMERO.searcher CLI  

•  PySLID and ricerca were designed so 
that users can write their own 
OMERO.scripts. 



OMERO.searcher Local Client 

•  Local Client runs as a standalone 
program on your local computer, using 
your files as queries 

•  Can search any database for which you 
have access to a contentDB (both 
OMERO and non-OMERO) 

•  Automatically checks for updates to 
contentDBs and downloads 



•  Runs from Python command line 
•  GUI version coming 
•  Tentative release at end of summer 

OMERO.searcher Local Client 



OMERO.searcher Local Client 



OMERO.searcher Local Client 



Local Client 



Local Client 



Local Client 
•  Allow search across images of different 

resolutions 
•  Allow search of more than one 

contentDB at a time 



Local Client 
•  Currently 

available 
contentDBs 
– Human Protein 

Atlas 
– PSLID RandTag 
– The Cell Library 
– more coming… 



Future Directions 

•  Support for 
– Search across multiple servers from within 

the Webapps 
– BioFormats for reading images using Local 

Client 
– Trigger feature calculation using bridge 



CellOrganizer 



Image-Derived Generative 
Models 

•  Goal is to model the reality underlying 
microscope images 

•  Build models that capture 
– distributions of all cellular components 
– how these change from cell type to cell type 
– how specific aspects of these models are 

changed by perturbagens 
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PC12 cells undergoing differentiation 
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CellOrganizer 

•  v2.0 (expected release at the end of the 
summer) 

•  Open source (Matlab and C) [and 
python!] 

•  Contributions/collaborations welcome! 



Future Directions   

•  Interface with OMERO for 
– Preprocessing images 
– Feature calculation 
– Storing models 
– Storing generated images 

•  Interfaces to cell simulation engines 
– Store and export models on demand 


